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Kent Slate Upset Heralds 200lh Scoi

FooMl Viciory;

Melz, Curry and Schneider Sparkle in 13-- lj Conqussi

Volume LXIV

By CHUOC WILLIAMS
Kent State's swaggering city slickers trekked to Severance Stadium
on Saturday last for the purpose of polishing their offensive against
Wooster's "pore Til country boys - " But the "Cockeyed T" Flashes
polished nothing except the seats of their britches on Scot "terra firma".
Number 3 Things were definitely looking up
from the ground that is
for
the Golden Flashes all afternoon as Coach Johnny Swigart's fighting
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Student Body Acts to Solve "Thai Smoking Problem"
Senate Holds Campus Opinion Poll on Smoking Rules
Chapel Discussion Thursday Presents Main Factors of Question

Senatorials
.

As Senate Plans

.

Panel Discussion Speakers
At the panel discussion in the
chapel, Ted Fenton and Mary Salter
spoke in favor of changing the rules
while Marjorie Yaple and Harry Stults
favored the present set-uNed
Shreffler, president of the Student
Senate, presided.
The position defending the status
quo was based on four reasons. Cleanliness of the campus was the first
point. Cigarette butts would litter the
grounds and would present a formidable problem. The second argument
was that Wooster College has a unique
tone and maintains its individuality
to some degree by such things as
y
chapel and smoking rules.
Marge Yaple stressed the point that
the character of a school is lost by
inches and this could be the bep.

com-pulsor-

ginning.
The practical side was brought out
in the third reason. The problem of
fire hazards so evident in the older
dorms and
houses is a distinct danger.
Many new facilities
would be needed if smoking restrictions were lightened and there is little
hope of obtaining these facilities in
the immediate future.
Fourth and final argument by this
side was based on consideration of
others. It was pointed out that a large
number of students do not smoke, and
many are offended by smoke. In due
respect to these people, certain areas
should not be open to smoking.
Not For Complete Abolition
Ted Fenton started off the reasons
for change by saying that the present
rules are obviously and even flagrantly violated, and, therefore, change is
necessary. He stated that his side was
not asking for complete abolition of
the present rules, but since the existing regulations are so definitely outmoded the students should decide on
off-camp-

us

rules.
Protest over a double standard was
made by Mary Salter. She gave as
example the fact that men are now
allowed to smoke in Douglass rooms
but this was not allowed when women
(Continued on Page 2)
better-suite- d

Graduate Record Tests
Given October 27, 28

al

pre-me- d

'

office.

History Honorary
Last

Thursday afternoon, eleven

new "members were inducted

into the

honorary Phi Alpha Theta
during the initiation ceremonies held
in lower Galpin. Plans, were also com- pleted in regard to the annual fall
history

"

outing which it was decided this year
would be to Gnadehutten, Ohio. On
Saturday, the members drove to that
historic settlement to witness a
of the early history of the
community. The pageant proved itself
both educational and entertaining.
The remainder of the year's program
will be centered about various ap- proaches to the philosophy of history.
r
The officers for this year are: Robert
t;
Clark, President; Dr. Walcott,
Jackie Theis, Secretary; Ed
.

re-enactm-

Vice-Presiden-

Cheatham, Treasurer,

Woosfer Migrates;

Homecoming

Cheer Scot Team
Queen and Court At Denison Game
Don't stagnate MIGRATE!
Highlight Game
day,
place
Satur-da-

will be

is .now 874.51 in the treasury. On
the debit side the Football Frolics
came out $2.04 in the hole. There
are also 22 frosh caps left, in case
any one needs one for Easter or some
thing . . . After a lengthy discussion
it was decided to have Skarus Karus
andhisorchestra forthe Christmas
formal. On Dec. 14, thedance will
last from 9:00 to 12:30 . . . Woody
Paul (the Sangy man, to you) wants
the Senate's okay to set up a sandwich and coke bar at some of the
dances. Nothing definite was decided

is

the high point of Since

the

the

y

is Denison.

19 IS Wooster has followed its
team to foreign fields at least once a
year. Last year Akron was host to
Wooster hordes. This is your chance
to show your spirit and give .the
team a boost away from home.
New Bag Rush
Helping the spirit along will be our
Lady
Be
Good: Shref announced
Irift clad band and . energetic cheerhe
that
had
received a letter from Al
leaders. Season records to date show
Immediately preceding the game, Denison to be the favorite, but don't Capp, Lil Abner's god father, sugthe queen and her court will ride in a forget Wooster was to have been a gesting some plans for a Sadie
Hawkins Day celebration. This might
parade around the stadium trackf Al- breather" for " KentState.
include what someone called an
though the court is not yet definite,
Three buses have been arranged
bag rush. The gals would play
it will consist of the queen and her
to take students to the game at
hide and seek with the fellows all day
two escorts, "Skippy" Pierson, runner-u- p
Granville. They will leave at 10:30
for the queen, and one girl and
and bring what she finally caught to
Saturday morning to assure all of a
the dance that night. This will be
an escort from each class.
chance to eat before game time.
discussed more fully at the next
Frosh will again hold a prominent Tickets may be purchased for 1.40
meeting.
place on the "Home-comin- g
activities at the buses with first come, first
Get Out of Town: Migration day
when they present a salute o the served as the seat policy. Advance
Alumni at the game on Saturday tickets for the game may be obtained plans were announced and plans made
for this week-enTo complete the
afternoon. The recognition will be at the gym.
by means of placards and the colors
fun, W. A. A. is sponsoring another
Coach Boles originated this yearly square dance tonight and Senate will
of past classes.
day shortly after he came to Wooster hold its usual vie dance
tomorrow
Burying the Muskie will be a feature in 1917. By your support a lasting
night. At this point Fenton- said, "a
of the rally on Friday night before tradition will hold its head high, so
capital idea." This was not in the
the game. The Freshman class will be "Come on, Scots. Let's go!"
form of a motion. It was also decided
in charge of the bonfire no
that the cheerleaders' bus fare to
Restoration Fund" this year.
Denison should be paid by the
Following the rally there will be a
Senate.
Snake Dance down to the President's
home, where Dr. Lowry will give a
At Last: According to a letter re
short pep talk,
WWST ceived from a near-b- y college the ac
on
Dick Shaffer's band, which includes tivities of Who's Who in American
Jo Garver will open the Homecoming Dance on Saturday night, six college players, will be the first Colleges and Universities are being
The
Tommy Van is the musical headliner dance band to broadcast over Woos-ter'- s investigated
director
the
Gum
Shoe Hop will,
of
for the biggest dance of the semester.
radio station WWST. Necessary
from here on in, be paid 25 for
On Sunday night the Big Four will arrangements for a program of music services rendered. Nothing
was said,
with a show are taking place.
sponsor an
sing. A new feahowever, about funeral arrangements
ture of the Sunday program will be
The thirteen piece band, headed by for the above mentioned director . . .
an organ recital by Mr. Gore at 4:30 a Wooster College graduate, was A report by Dick Poethig revealed the
in the afternoon.
booked by the Wooster Country Club following facts concerning the produring
the summer. Several dances at posed book exchange. Book slips will
Committee chairmen for Homecollege
the
last year featured the band, be handed out twice a year asking for
coming are: Campus Decorations
Jim Bierly, Queen's Manage:: Dave
Joe Roeder, Lowell and Bill Shaf-fe- r, name, address, phone number, name
Cull, Parade Ed Powers, HomecomOscar Beck, Howard McConnell, of book and price desired. These slips
ing Dance Rheem Hegner, Bonfire and Bob Hole are the college members will be made into master lists which
Ned Johnson, Fresh- in the band. College booking agent is will be posted in various places on
preparations
campus. After the buyer has contacted
man class president.
Stan Gault.
the owner, a slip will be turned into
the Suggestion box saying the book
has been sold and should be removed
from the list. Eventually, it is hoped
that books no longer in use here and
can be collected and sold to a second
By DOROTHY RODGERS
hand dealer the dividends from this
Were you ever rewarded for a good composition with a crown of sale will be split among the students
laurel leaves? Well, anyhow, leaves? Off the bushes outside, they were, who owned the books. Bill Rowling
but the ingenious Dr. Taeusch's comp class appreciated them just the was suggested as manager for this exsame; and thus Wooster gains a glimpse of another side of the dignified change which would begin in January.
Mr. Fenton moved that the bill be
Dean of the College.
suggested at the next Student Faculty
Dean Taeusch has a notable academic career, beginning, of course, Relations meeting
with his graduation from The College
Smoke, Smoke, Smoke: Panel disof Wooster in 1914. He received his with people as an official of the colwhich were held in Chapel
cussions
MA from Harvard in 1920 and his lege. Evidence of Dean Taeusch's trewere
of the program Ted Fenton
part
Ph.D. from the same university in mendous energy lies in the fact that,
brought
for the smoking problem.
up
he was in the medi- in addition to his teaching duties at
1928. In 1917-1- 8
also
passed out on ThursForms
were
the
college,
he devoted himself to the
cal corps and infantry of the U. S.
day and Friday to get the general
Army, with ranking from Pvt. up
ideas on campus.
through second lieutenant.
The Echo Said No: No one seemed
A great interest in teaching of. Engto be in favor of establishing a perlish composition, combined with tne
manent decorations committee so the
intense enthusiasm characteristic of 4
subject ws dropped , , , At this point,
has givthe man in any under-takinPoethig spoke. He advocted more rep
en to Dr. Taeusch's classes the popresentation on the Senate in the form
ularity and student acclaim, as well as
of proportional representation.
It
academic recognition, accorded to few.
would be one sure way to see how
One of his Wooster colleagues speaks
much interest there is. on campus, he
of him warmly as "an excellent teachsaid. After a lengthy discussion, which
er, dedicated to his work," which has
would take more than our seven
included positions as instructor of
columns, the idea was revised as folEnglish in The College of Wooster,
lows. Each class would elect one fellow
instructor of English at Williams Coland one girl from their class and for
lege, instructor of English and tutor in
every 100 members of the class over
the division of modern languages at
200 a representative at large would
Harvard University, professor of Engbe elected. This would give -- more
lish at Western Reserve, and dean of
equal representation and enlarge the
the college and professor of English
Senate. Everyone decided that it
-.
at The College of Wooster.
needed much more thought, so it will
be brought up at the next meeting
From his friends we learn that Dean,
for further discussion.
Taeusch is a versatile, idealistic, and
very social tort of person. During the
time that he taught in Cleveland at
Flora Stone Mather he was also doing
work as a
war effort by after-hour- s
Group
some radio work and lecturing locally.
timekeeper in a local factory.
Despite his love for teaching, he enAll candidates for the M. I. T.
joys his deanship immensely. This is
A member of the Modern Language Plan are requested to meet, in Ken-arde- n
probably because of his very great in- Association of America, the American
Lounge at' 7:00 P. M. Monday,
terest in people as people, his social Conference of Academic Deans, Phi Oct. 20. Faculty members who at.
nature; he puts much emphasis on the Beta Kappa, Delta Sigma Rho, and tended the recent M. I. T. conference
importance of the social relation and Delta Tau Delta, Dean Taeusch is the will discuss the details of the plan and
enjoys wholeheartedly his contacts
(Continued on page 4)
answer questions concerning it.

Homecoming, when Queen Jo Garver
is crowned by the acting captain of
the football squad. Immediately following her coronation, Jo will present
cups to the winning dorms for their
decorations, which promise to be particularly good this year with Muskies
and Scotties figuring prominently.
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Jim Kennedy, Wooster rushing ace, circles right end for a first down on the 48 yard line. Jim Eden is pic
tured rushing from rear as George Mills (33) Kent State player, sets himself for tackle.
entered . intercollegiate pigskin com.
petition in 1889. It couldn't have occurred at a better time because the
e
Scots were definitely regarded as
underdogs. Twas a case of Pekingese biting a St. Bernard as Wooster slashed its way to a very satisfying
13-win over a Kent State squad
which ranked 11th in offense and 4th
pre-gam-

6

to cope with Wooster's J"Gone With
the Wind" tactics. The Scottish cyclone in whom Kent State finally
"Metz their match" was the Black and
Gold's speedy,
left end,
Clyde (call me Cyclone) Metz. Clyde
set up both of Wooster's TDs b y
sparkling snatches of aerial thrusts. He
also recovered the fumble which in- glue-finger-

ed

gnawed away at Kent's line continually. And the performance of Bock
Pontius, was like money in die First
National. He showed more energy
and zip than a quart of bathtub gin.
Miney Busack executed a truly
ex-cell-

ent

job of quarterbacking. Jim
Kennedy was the Scot rushing star,
(Continued on page 4)

Soph Tie Broken Profit Sharing Plan By Hartman
Now a Council of Democracy
Shavvver Snares

Cleveland To Be Scene of Important Discussions

Debated Office
Finally breaking the tie of last
sophomores . selected
Don
Shawver to assume the executive
duties of the class of 1930. Dick Falls
was the losing presidential candidate
who had previously tied with Don in
the finals.
.

week,

long-sufferin- g

Introducing Our Dean Taeusch;
Dignity and Humor Combined

,

v
1

-

...

Examination schedules for seniors
planning to take graduate work are
in the offing. For those now enrolled
in
courses, the Professional Aptitude Exam will be given all
day Oct. 27. The Graduate Record
Exam for all seniors going into graduate work will be given by the
Registrar's office on the afternoons
of Oct. 27 and 28.
Any
student wishing to
take both tests may take part one of
the Graduate Record Exam on the
morning of Tuesday, Oct. 28. Further
information concerning these tests
mav be obtained in the Registrar's
pre-medic-

J.

A

Half-tim- e

r

(7:

...

rules completely except in the case
of fire hazards; or, to change the
rules in certain respects. In the latter
case, specific areas were to be checked
as to whether or not smoking should
be permitted. When the replies have
been tabulated, the Senate will present the results at the meeting of the
Trustees on Oct. 24.

--

eleven refused to be bullied by Kent's
imposing array of press clippings. It in defense in the glorious forty-eigwas the heaviest "light scrimmage" in last year.
which the Kent State crew has been
Kent "Metz" Their Match
engaged this fall.
Coach Trevor Rees charges, apwin marked Wooster's parently regarding the game as merely
The 13-"Bulldog" Tommy Lykoe, recently
200th gridiron victory since the Scots a "breeze", found themselves unable shifted to tackle from the secondary,

Abner Hop

"rules"astheyarerto "abollshsmoklng

Cony ami SrhnaiiW Shin

6.

Smoke, smoke, smoke that cigarette; Puff, puff, puff yourself to death.
but the question is
"Where?" Strong dissatisfaction over the present smoking rules has once again stirred the campus.
Frequent requests have been made to the Student Senate both last spring and this fall to "do some Lil
thing". And this week the Senate did act. Yesterday it sponsored a panel discussion in chapel on whether
Because
ail meetings have them,
or not the smoking rules should be changed. Each side of the question was presented by two speakers.
we will start out with Bill Caldwell's
In addition to this discussion, the Senate decided a Doll of camDus ODinion on the subject should financial report. It seems that there

be taken and the findings be presented to the Board of Trustees, in
whose hands the final decision lies.
Questionnaires made up by the statistics class of the. economics department were distributed yesterday. The
questions stated were: to leave the

the Scots' second pay dirt

Met was not the only Wooster
gridder to deflate Kent's pompous (el-- '
loon of self satisfaction. Sam Curry
and Art Schneider turned in terrific
offensive and defensive game. Carry,
as line backer, made a good percent
age of Wooster's tackle and was more
difficult to get by then Betty Grab!'
dressing room.

ht

Girls Chase Men

'

augurated
drive.

During his freshman year, Don
served as his class representative to
the Student Senate, and is this year's
chairman of the Big Four Drive. He
claims Davenport, Iowa, as his home.

Last year a speech, this year an important Council, tomorrow an
influence that may change the course of our democracy. That is the
path an innocent speech, presumably a recap of war experiences, has
gone since Dr. Hartman last year stated that America must adopt the
movement of profit sharing to keep from the world path of hate and
strife. When Mr. H. C. Nicholas of Orrville asked why he didn't do
something about it the wheels began
to turn.

Bulging Chapel Walls;
Send Shifts to Scoit
By BARBARA BOYLE

Whatcha going to do if you have
In spite of the unmistakable evi- 1,288 students enrolled in a college
dence that one man's vote does count, and only have a seating capacity for
1 1
fewer sophomores accepted their 1000 people in chapel? That's what
responsibility in . the second election our esteemed administration wondered
than had exercised their franchise last when it began to draw up the seating
week.
list for the fall term. After getting the
brass hats (seniors to you) seated
there were still 1,034 seatless persons
wandering vaguely around or spending many happy hours over a bridge
hand in the Shack. The big idea hit
and it was decided that Scott Auditorium would be just the place to hold
the overflow. How's it going to work?
Simple
there will be three shifts, 330
Applications
for Civil Service
students
each shift who will wend
in
exams for Junior Administrative positheir
way to Scott for one
merry
tions must be made before November
month.
they "serve their term"
After
ob4. Forms of application may be
will take their places.
the
group
next
tained from Mr. Arthur Southwick
in the Registrar's office. Positions are
The P. A. system worked very well
available in the following fields: adthe first day and Dr. Ferm's speech
ministrative technician, archeologist,
was accepted with many a guffaw. The
astronomer, bacteriologist (medical), lilting voices of our Wooster buddies
chemist, economist, engineer, geogas they lustily sang the' first hymn
rapher, legal assistant, librarian, brought
a few chuckles to the Scott
metallurgist,
mathematician,
patent audience
they never did figure out
examiner, physicist, psychologist, so- whether
it was the P. A. or the singcial science analyst, and statistician.
ing chapelites which made Scott reThe actual exams will be given later sound with one tremelo
after another.
in the spring at an announced date.
As the students entered the hallowed
To accommodate the continuing hall of Taylor they
were met with a
need of the Federal service for well
mild amount of confusion. Much emtrained and capable persons, at the barrassment and explaining took
place
J-- 1
and CAF-- 5 levels ($2,644 a year), when two students
swore that they had
the U. S. Civil Service Commission the
same seat.
periodically announces the popular
Junior Professional Assistant examinSeems "like as if" the novelty of
ation to fill positions at these levels this set up ought to increase chapel
in various fields. Most of these posi- attendance (says here).
tions are located in Washington, D.C.,
and nearby Maryland and Virginia,
but Archeologist and Psychologist positions, located throughout the United
States will also be filled.

Deadline Set For

JPA Applications

Today at 9:30 the Hotel Carter in
Cleveland plays host to 150 men of
The Council of Profit Sharing Industries. Their main purpose is to spread
the gospel of this idea of increased
gain for industrialist and worker
alike. The first meeting of this group
four months ago on Friday the 13th,
no scourge to Professor Hartman who
knew that Donald Duck was born the
same day, saw 50 representatives of
profit sharing companies.

The basic concept behind the plan
that man's inherent productivity is
an untapped resource. The worker by
sharing in the profits of the company
is made to feel a part of the firm. The
results are that he produces more, thus
making more profits to be shared and
lower prices possible. With the worker
and the consumer, actually the same,
making more money and lower prices
resulting increased markets appear and
productive capacity continues to grow. '
is

.

The ultimate aims
defined as:

of die plan are

1.

A free America by strengthening;
the system of free enterprise
through the extension of profit
sharing in national industry.

2.

A mass base for capitalism by
spreading earned prosperity
through greater buying power and
lower prices.

3.

Industrial democracy through applying ethical principles to human
relations in industry.

Dr. Hartman' answer to America's '
problem of industrial relations has met
with approval from the most divergent,
circles. Today's meeting may prove
"
of world shaping importance. '

Thursday's Bids Start 7heels Rolling
Fall Rushees Attend Pledge Parties

Competitors will be required to take
a Written test of general abilities.
There will be no technical subject matter examination for any of the positions. To qualify in the examination,
competitors must, in addition to at.
taining eligibility in the written test
have had education or experience or a
combination of education and experience in the appropriate field. Ap- -'
plications will be accepted from students who expect to complete required
courses by June 30, 1948. Detailed information about the requirements for
each position are given in the exam-

ination announcement.
The "JPA" examination

is

of

con-(Continu-

ed

Rustr parties officially began this fete the Sophomores that night. Due'
afternoon and will continue through to Migration Day the Saturday parties'
out the week-enInvitations were were moved ahead to Sunday. They'
sent out yesterday according to lists run as follows: Echoes, Trumps, Ar
turned in by Sophomore Kirls and rows, Imps and a Spud party Sunday
transfers and also club limitations night will end the rushing events
placed upon these lists. Under Inter.
Final lists will be turned in Monday
Club Council a ceiling of fifteen dol indicating first, second and third pref
lars has been placed on sorority tx erences of the Sophomores and
trans.'
penditures this year for the rush fers. Quo bids will then- come
out
parties.
towards the end of the week.'
Inter-Clu-b
This gala whirl of entertaining be
Council, which is com
gan today with the Dominoes taking posed of the presidents and secretaries
over the dining hour and will be fol of the ten clubs on campus and r !.u
lowed by a Darts'
Golder, sets up and regulate cluls
and concluded for the day with advice from the administration.
by a Pyramid evening session.' Satur Its officers are president MJ Snydor,
day, Peanuts will be hostess for an
Loma Davis, and sec
early morning affair and Sphinx will
claney.
"

d.

-

:
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"The man who casts of aU desires and wals without desire,
with no thought of a MIHP d of an I comes unto peace."

Don't Quole Me

W

JONES and M. J. BENNETT
Do you think the regulations forbidding smoking on campus and
in the Union should be relaxed? There is no problem on campus on
which opinion varies more greatly.
.
"I think smoking on campus is relaxed, at least it's not enforced.
It should be permitted on the golf course." Johnny Cuzzo, '49.
"I think it's all right in the girls' rooms IF they are careful. But I
think there should be at least one
that everyone ings." Perhaps I'm prejudiced, tho."
place
the Union
Jane Sedgwick, '48
can use on campus where they can
"
"Yes Smoking on campus. If you
see who you're talking to."
Mary Weygandt, '48 can't enforce a rule, why let it exist?
I don't think the Union should have
'They might as well be relaxed as
it, though. Leave one place, at least,
most students find a place either on
for
or off campus to smoke if they really
Sally Ann Morgan, '49
want a cigarette. If the rules are re"I think that the regulations for
laxed the students wouldn't feel like
bidding
smoking on the campus are
wanted
a
criminals every time they
good
because
now the students don't
smoke." Jack Borchardt, '50.
chimneys
look
like
and the campus is
with
anything
wrong
"I don't see
with
littered
butts.
There are
not.
However,
campus.
I
smoking
on
men
By BETSY
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ALLEN E. VALENTINE
JEAN SCOTT
JOYCE JARMAN
KENNETH WRIGHT
LARRY PIPER

Editor

'

Business Manager
Associate Editor
.

-

Managing Editor
Sports Editor

SENIOR. ASSOCIATES:
Robot Taylor. Mary Jean Mackiy, Robert Clark. Beryl Stewart. Ted
Fenton. Dick Smith, Helen Agricofa, jan
uua, Barbara Noe.
an Palmer, Julia Owen,
Uwen, Rom
note Keael,
eraon, Swede Truelaen, Rae Palombo.
Rita mcoou. fcatny woooer, rat nenaei
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES:
Pat Winter, auditor; Anne Sbenencld, advertiaing miaiger; Pru
Kjer, aaautant advertutng manager; Mary Ellen Baker, circulation manager; Joan Summer,
Lyon,
Beth Forrect, Florence Reeder.
Jack

STAFF ASSOCIATES- - Doiw Miller. H'eifc Pear. Charlie Polina. Bill Cm obeli. Dave McGuire.
Lyna McGuire, Sally Carlaon. Mary Jean Bennett, But Rowland, Dorothy Sandrock,
Sylvia William, Dorothy Rodger. Chuck William, Jack Dritt, Corky Marker, Mary
Sterrett, Betay Jone, Hellen Chaco. Bill Morton, Milton Snyder, Pat Ewing, Sue Quay,

Ralph Underwood, Tudy Roberta, Robert Zimmerman, Ruth Stewart, Peg Anderson,
Barb Boyle. George Bine, Bob Hardy. Malcolm Buinger, Marjorie Hulett, Harriet Hall.

STAFF ARTISTS: Joanne Winded. Bill Lankton.

non-smokers-

confine their
smoking to their rooms or the Shack."
Bob Shaffer, '50

think women should

After The Wind
By JACK BOBBITT
The Russians call it the Kommunisticheski International; we in the
United States have othernames for it. But no matter what you call it.
the revival of the Comintern is now most assuredly a force to be
reckoned with. Organized in 1919, the Comintern had, by the late
thirties, a membership of thirty two nations. With its dissolution in 1943,
it was considered to be a thing of the past. That was before the Marshall
Plan had been heard of. It is now the
strong realization of the Russians that MORE ON . . .
our blueprint for European reconstruction will constitute no small bar(Continued from Page 1)
rier to the spread of power which
Uncle Joe thinks so necessary to a lived there. Another illustration was
firm footing in the treacheroui quick- that although married Vets &H smoke
sand of a peaceful- world. The Rus- in their units, smoking is not persians have long heard the hated chains mitted in the other barracks although
rattling. What about the cries of hun- they are the same type of building.
The question was raised why at certain
gry children?
War With Russia?
times smoking has been allowed in
And although one thousand people Babcock basement and at other times
in Cincinnati may not represent a true it was forbidden.. Obvious discrepanof the American people, cies such as these can only be remedied
a conclusion might be drawn from a by definite changes in the rules.
recent poll taken in that city. For
Smoking at Dances Urged
d
of those questioned were
Other reasons for changing rules
convinced of the inevitability of a war
were the embarrassment to guests and
with Russia. Succinctly, the average
the inconvenience of not being allowed
American trusts Russia about as far
to smoke on the golf course or staas he could punt Sidney Greenstreet. dium. Particularly
noted was the inAnd although one mustn't be pessimis- ability of
men and women to smoke
tic, wouldn't it be interesting if a
at dances and other social functions.
course in the Russian language were
It was asked that special rooms be
added to our curriculum?
specified for smoking purposes during
The Automobile Situation
dances. (Other places which were
One of the more tender things in brought up for students to decide
this cruel world is the look of adora-- - whether smoking should be allowed
or
tion on a student's face, as he watches not were girls' dorm rooms, dormitory
a new Buick convertible flash by. Or lounges, Student Union, the campus,
make it a Ford; as peons we'll not be lobby of Taylor during plays,
etc.) In
particular. .But what's the use of conclusion to these arguments, stuEven if the money's dents were called upon
dreaming?
to respond to
around, it doesn't necessarily follow changing conditions by changing rules.
as those few fortunthat the car is
Just what rules should be changed
ate who have their names on waiting-list- s and what
ones should be kept depends
will readily admit. Or say the
on student opinion. When the ques
awaited day has arrived. What does
tionnaires are answered and the re
the silent sufferer find when, with passuits tallied the over-al- l
campus atti
sionate eyes, he gazes upon his prorude will be known. The final decision
spective purchase? Everything from
will then be in the hands of the Trusboon on the axles to lights intees
side the hubcaps. Under the dashboard is a Kleenex dispenser; the
flies open when a little button on
the steering column is pressed; next
to the domelight is a rack for hanging any old hats he might have lying
about; and on the bumpers, lights:
fog, backing, navigation, and signalling. You wanted only a plain, simple,
ordinary, regular car? No accessories?
Wednesday night Babcock Lounge
Well, that's tough, because there are
hundreds of other longing characters was the most crowded place on camwilling to buy your traveling Western pus. "Dixie" Weitzel presented her
Auto store despite the added cost of promised concert and said concert
the many luxuries. All of which would more than lived up to expectations!
seem to suggest that the era of the Not only did she play "Rhapsody in
horse is again at hand. These animals, Blue," but she answered numerous rewhich are worn between the legs and quests with the original music from
are available in a variety of colors, last year's "Gum Shoe!" If the Frosh
possess all the advantages of an auto- hadn't had to be in by eight, she'd
mobile with none of the peculiarities probably still be playing.
common to its acquisition and mainNext Wednesday Sylvia Reese and
tenance. And they're swell on double-date- Dorothy Swan will give an informal
Quite properly, horses have talk about their work in France and
never been completely replaced by Norway. They spent the summer
automobiles; throughout the parks abroad and brought back lots of picand shrines of America, the immortal tures and some real experiences. Don't
heroes of the nation sit in just pride forget, Babcock lounge, 6:45, Wedneson the backs of their noble steeds. day, Oct. 22.
But, as some wit once remarked, who
Attention YM-Ymembers: The
ever saw a memorial with the figure first Wednesday in November is a
leaning behind a steering wheel? - joint meeting! This is what we've
--

Smoking
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Philosophy Faces New Revolution;
Can This Theory Be Widgeiimaie

- But

gas-ca- p

"Dixie" Weitzel
Plays Favorites
For YW Members

s.
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"Babcock's smoker is so inadequate,
perhaps allowing the small parlor on
the second floor to be used as another
smoker should solve the problem there.
I don't favor smoking in the Union
especially, in
s,.
or- - in the
the smaller dorms. My criticism as far
as "on the campus" is concerned is
that it looks better without the "leav- girls'-room-

Letters to the Editor

"A cigarette during those last ten
minutes while head table sips their coffee would certainly add to the enjoyment of the meals in the dining halls.
of smoking at the Shack
The set-u- p
and not at the U- - is - ideal satisfiet
both the smokers and
And a quick "ciggy" between classes
would sure help those nicotine fits."
Nancy Homan, '49
non-smoker- s.

MSGA Plans Mighty

"I believe if smoking in all dorm
itory rooms, including the girls was
permitted there would be no reason
to have it on campus and in the Union. In lower Babcock it would be esHail! All hail! And stuff like that. pecially nice to have smoking allowed
Our worthy men's government associa when dances are held there."
Lois Zaun, '49
tion, (long may it thrive), has,
through the expedient of pecuniary
subscription, filled the coffers of the
exchequer to a comfortable flushness
Armed with the above information,
to
president,
Harry
association
the
Ring out, oh ye bells, for all the
Sheifele, called a meeting of all men
newlyweds that have re
in Scott Auditorium in order to de starry-eye- d
this fall. Among
Wooster
cide upon an entertaining dispense turned to
people
are
happy
these
Joe Lane and
tion of the accrued funds. A cook out
Gilbert
of Minerva
Gerry
the
former
was proposed, and after some discus
right
on high
Bircher
went
Norma
ion, was accepted by a nearly unani
Robert
become
Mrs.
stepping
to
mous vote. The time set for the outing
with
Taylor
is
Steiner
Ebright.
Julie
the
committee
first. A
is November
is
Dean
husband
while
on
again,
us
the
of
arrang
purpose
appointed for
the
summer
During
his
overseas.
way
last
details
ing the necessary
met
Monday night and evolved the follow- Larry Hoag plighted vows with
ing program of events. The picnic is Margery Neiswander, Bob King took
scheduled to start at six o'clock Satur- Doris Crew as his bride and Hal
day evening, after the Oberlin game, Sweeney made Esther Gillespie "Mrs."
when the joy seeking revelers will Wooster natives had some talking with
tramp to city park, and couple by Verne Snyder's wedding to Juanita
couple, procure their weinies and Cornelius. Others who added second
roasting sticks and set about the task rings to that famous third finger were
of cooking (or scorching) the familiar Dick Mayberry and Virginia Strube,
yet delectable "dog." While the hun Bim Carlisle and Dorothy Allshouse,
gry participants are voraciously de Dave McGuire and Lynn Ruecke,
vouring their humble repast, they are Dick Snoddy and Marilyn Monroe,
Of Julie Carson and Frank Condit, and
to be humorously entertained.
course, at some time during the out- Mary Jolliff and Al Joseph.
Single sparklers, third finger left
ing, the picnickers will be called upon
to gasp out short bursts of melody have gone to a host of others. Dot
between mouth-full- s
of victuals. There Showalter and Margaret Henderson
will be no mention herein of the per- have joined the parade. Mary Ellen
sonal entertainment anticipated: that Baker and Lee Johnson have an
is left strictly to the imagination of nounced
their engagement,, whilt
the individual. But wait a minute, Dick Frey has popped the question
don't leave yet, the evening's just to Birdie Lawrence. Jack Holden, now
begun. When the fires have died to at school in Switzerland, has given
glowing embers, the tumultuous song his ring to Isabelle Thompson. Liz
has become but a sigh in the night, Baker has promised herself to Rhoe
then all of Father Lowry's happy chil Benson, while Thelma Coleman has
dren will repair to no less than two given Tony Peterlie the word, "Yes."
M. S. G. A. sponsored dances, to be That proud shine is also evident with
rejuvenated by the magical properties Betsy Cowles, the to be Mrs. Mo
of "Turkey in the Straw" and "Star Aninch and Evelyn Spear the future
dust." There will be square dancing in Mrs. Charles "Chuck" Weiss. Our
the gymnasium, and social dancing former editor, Norm Wright, is en
to a combo in lower Babcock. There gaged to Helen Agricola.
is certainly no doubt that a fine time
Wedded bliss seems to be definitely
is to be had. So you guys ask your not on the way
out.
gals, and you gals prime your guys,
and we'll be seeing you there.

November First
Fun Function

Weddings, Engagements
Add Sparkle Campus

Voltaire once said, "I may not
agree with what you say but I will
defend with my life your right to
say it." After what has been said concerning the conduct of students with
regard to chapel speakers, we were

whom

I have talked believe that Dr.

Ferm

received

shabby

exceedingly

get-togeth-

per-sonalism-

-

"

.8 o'clock.

.

With the purpose of the fuller understanding of music, the club will
study modern music and chamber
music this semester. Anyone interested
it invited to attend the meetings which
are held in the chapel, second Monday
of every month. Dues are one dollar
year.
Officers for the coming year include Nancy Wallett, president, and

Traditional Freshman
Reception At Lowry's
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SUNDAY, OCT. 19

Scot Cheers

9:00-11:0- 0

1

9:15

"ALLA-KA-NEAlla-ka-ne-

Alla-ka-ne-

Ka-nac-

Hoo-Rah-

e

Ka-nac-

!

Hoo-Rah-

Ka-nac-

k

Hullabaloo! .
Scots!

k!

7:00-9:0-

'
;

"

'

Club-hike-cooko-

0

Hoover
.

(

5:00-7:0- 0

Yesterday evening new students
availed themselves of the opportunity Have EVERYTHING!
to meet the college's president, Dr.
Howard Lowry, and his mother at a
A M J"
T.B I
formal reception in the president's
(Divided stands)
: A-home. Nearly four hundred attended T
:v
!
the traditional affair with their senior
E
M !
A
counselors. Because of the large num- T - E
M !
A
m a
Bob ber, guests were asked to arrive
Elaine Miller, secretary-treasure- r.
fifin
TEAM!
Frazier, program chairman, promises teen minute shifts from 7:30 to TEAM!
10:30 P. M.
TEAM
profitable program each month.

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30

,

ti t

m

PJ

I

SI IB

f--n

Y M

Group

al

'

Men's Glee Club
Modern Dance

Chemistry Club-

French Club .:
Sigma Delta Pi

7:30

M.!

'

fTt

.Severance
.

.....

Lower Babcock
Mr. Peyton's home

Advanced

--

.

Pembroke

ModernJance

Lower Babcock
Lower Kauke
Chapel
Chapel
a... Babcock

''S-4:3-'-

Full Orchestra
IRC
.

THURSDAY, OCT.

1

.
Chapel
Kauke Basement

i

J

.

Lower Kauke
Lower Kauke- -

Lower Babcock
.
.. Kauke

Band Rehearsal
Girls' Chorus

Choir

Lower Kauke

'

-

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 22
7tl5c

.

Beginners
:
.

String Orchestra
Rush Parties
Student Recital
German Club.s;..5i.-...v..c-

TUESDAY, OCT. 21
4:30 ' Modern Dance
4:30
4:40
7:00
8:00

.

Westminster Fellowship ...
Imps Rush Party
Spuds Rush Party

MONDAY, OCT. 20
4:15
4:30
4:30

Lower Galpin

ut

.

....

1

Pre-Ministeri-

8:00-9:3- 0

Hey! Hey! Ho! Ho!
When the Scots begin
They really go!
We got a team, that's.' full of pep?
Yeah Man! .
The Black. and Gold is mighty he p
Yeah Man!
If you want jive . . .
If you want swing
The Wooster Scots

t

Outing
Clericus

4:00
4:00
7:00

k!

!

'

O

Echo Rush Breakfast
Freshman Forum
Trumps Rush' Party
Arrows Rush Party

3:00-6:3- 0

SCOTS CHEER

..,!,

:3O-3:0-

3:00-5:0- 0

1"

E

Ka-nac- k

e

1

-

er

cer-tain- ly
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Yank Verbosity
Stunk Monsieur

--

Musical Moments
Gives First Recital

week-end-

at the hands of, end I
repeat, some of his colleagues. For a
school
propounds
which
liberal
democracy it was indeed a very poor
display of plain, ordinary sportman Ferm's yoyo.
it
P. M., when there will be discussion
ship and tolerance for the other fel that the Adirondacks are still higher,
about organization and whether it
low's point of view.
a subject more fitting to Mr. Fobes' de- would be
an advantage to permit men
The student body, to all indications, partment, but in any case that theory to join Pembroke, as some literary
really enjoyed Dr. Ferm's talk, even is only an illegitimate offspring of a fellows have wanted to do. A debate
though it was rather informal: it was trend fostered by Professor Snarf, who about forming a co-e- d club,
or having
refreshing after some of the bores to was quite a rascal anyway, and de- joint meetings with men for
an exwhich we have been subjected in the serves no more comment than that it change of viewpoints necessary
in
past and will undoubtedly face in shows a mean desire to dislodge the writing, will be followed by refreshconcepts and precepts which are, forthe future.
ments.
tunately for us, firmly attached to the
Respectfully submitted,
undersides of the original widgets, so
Lothar. F. Frank
that they will not skid while going
Leonard B. Longworth sharp corners on dark nights
around
George A. Clyde
with a full load of a prions, hysterical
vagaries, sloe gin, and a slight danger
of colliding with the rear end of The
"Americans speak too fast," obDear Sir: To be brief and to the Shack. These widgets, incidentally, all
serves the newcomer to the campus,
point, those nodn meals that are have
nine lives, although Mrs. Smyth with an engaging smile. He is Michel
dished out to us at Kenarden's in claims
to have the square root of delta Farges from Lyon, France. This is
famous kitchen are LOUSY. What X,' which brings up the mathematical
his first visit to . America, although
a moral uplift a good meal is after connection between a widget and a
his sister, Albina Farges, attended
a full morning of classes. But what gadget, which is
not so great as you Wooster in 1938 and 1939.
do we get? We get what was left after might think, since the esthetic sense
Michel has been in this country
the platter has been licked clean. Old prefers deliriously mechanistic form
a
less than a week but already he has
Mother Hubbard, there must be of antebellum
to the usual equilibrium
SOMETHING left in the cupboard. reached by Kant, who was playing a surprising mastery of English. He
The powers that be, look down on poker at the time, and could not be studied the language for seven years
in French schools but had no preus in our sorry, downtrodden plight
reached for comment, although it is
vious experience in its practical use.
give us some palatable fare, and in the said he lost three supermagnetic
name of good Presbyterian democ
half a dozen metaphorically He attended French schools for fifteen
years, and attended the University at
racy, give us enough of it.
d
precise hypochondriacs, and a
Lyon for one year. Drawing a comTo spare myself a pilgrimage to
alley cat, which latter catastro
the Dean's office, I remain,
phe is the reason the potatoes at Ken parison between the school systems, he
" '""V"
arden aren't cooked beyond
their declared that they are quite different.
Anoynmous
layers. Tomorrow we In France there was no time for sports
sHall discuss the theory propounded by since the average schedule consisted
of thirty-fiv- e
hours in contrast to
n
Dear Editor: For those who "signed Schroop F. Shagnasty, and since that
here.
Since
his
Michel
arrival
in, but did not stay" at chapel Tues will take into account most of the dip has already taken
an interest in footday morning, may we describe an somaniacal aspects of the theory held
ball.
incident which followed Mr. Ferm's by those who say that the materialistic,
In France Michel studied to be a
enjoyable and dualistic, mystic, fistic . . yes, that it
talk, a thoroughly
veterinary
surgeon, but now he is
pointed one. Before Mr. Ferm could is mostly resulting from ontological
considering
following the footsteps of
infidelity,
intellectual
dishonesty,
assume a full sitting position, our
his father as a commercial traveler.
Lucky
Strike
Means
Fine
Tobacco,
dean promptly
dismissed chapel,
He wishes to study languages here at
turned his back, and walked away and read the usual 5,000 pages for
but . hi . schedule also . in-- :
Wooster.
Monday,
have
added
just
I
a
new
with not so much as a "thank you," next
eludes economics.
book
Overpowering
The
on
reserve,
a handshake, or a nod of the head
Since his visa .allows him only one
Needless to say, the customary bow Simplicity of Philosophy, by Thorgen-smir- k
Emerybottom,
P.,
S.,
H.
T.
year
in America, Michel intends to
by the speaker in response to enthusi
astic applause was squelched. The P. O. E., which I am sure you will find return to France at the end of that
period.
students simply wished to restate sin most enlightening.
cerely in terms of applause the some
what hypocritical statement made in
introducing Mr. Ferm "We're glad
to have him back!" If what was said,
or the manner of presentation was
offensive to members of the faculty,
disapproval could certainly be ex
FRIDAY, OCT. 17
pressed in terms other than by the
4:00
Choir .
Chapel
obvious breach of common courtesy
5:00-7:3- 0
Dominoes Rush Party
If this is the recognition afforded
8:00
Open House Faculty Second Section
.... Kenarden II
one of our own faculty, a member of
Darts Rush Party
7:30 9:30
the Wooster "family," dare the chapel
Open House Eighth Section ..
8:00
Livingstone
committee invite any outside speaker
Douglass Hall
8:00
Hay ride
in the future?
8:00
Hayride
Sixth Section
9:30-11:3- 0
Pyramid Rush Party
We are frankly disturbed that such
an incident should occur, especially SATURDAY,
OCT. 18
in public. Is an equally public apology
Peanut Rush Breakfast
or explanation of the matter too big
9:00-- 1 1 :00
Band Rehearsal
..
Lower Kauke
Girls! Chorus
9:30
a request?
..
Chapel
9:30-11:3- 0
Sphinx Breakfast
Sincerely,
Migration Day
Bruce Strait
Second Section
Hayride
8:00
8:30-11:3Senate Vic Dance ....
Lower Babcock
9:30-11:3Sphinx Rush Party
treatment

W

been working toward and finally have:
a combined "Y" group operating toClub gether. One of a proposed series, the
plans for the November
are not yet complete,, but they
do look promising. '"'
' "Musical Moments," the new cam
By the way, 'you "Y" girls, all our
pus music club had its first meeting
meetings
Bill
Bob
Hole,
start at 6:45 and are over
Monday night with
by
Come
R.
Wyle,
7:45.
Philip
on out and really be
Krauss, Dean Ferm,
active
Parmelee
art
member.
You need some
Mrs.
. T. Gore and Mr. and
recreation,
after
dinner
and who can
for
interesting
program
offering an
anything
done
before
by
Mozart,
get
eight,
Selections
all music lovers.
'
anyway?
filled the program, which began at

SLOOPW ANGLE
The philosophical theory which we will consider this morning will
be the epistemological widget proposition, propounded by Soapchips J.
Widget around the turn of the century. However, the century was
turning so fast at that time that Soapchips himself never knew exactly
when he thought of it. It holds that the universe is composed of an
infinite number of widgets, some of which are conscious and some of
which are not, like most of the peo
ple in this room. They are all grouped
against the present phase 'of the stim
ulus, which makes for an agricultural
Any upper class woman with a
synthesis of the superfluous ontologt- - yen for pen and ink in creative writcal idealisms which frequently get ing, who wants to put her talents to
stuck between the left hind molar and work, is eligible for membership in
a, piece of chewing gum, and will, if Pembroke.
Because of extra busy
given half a chance, respond with
Migration week-enand
the greatest 'of ease to the law of par- Homecoming, more time has been alsimony, the inlaws of Joe Weaselhoff, lowed aspiring authors to write their
and a carefully applied hotfoot. The tryout papers. Hand them in at Bablatter method has been attacked by the cock desk by noon, Nov. 18.
great thinkers of our time because it, November 2, from 2:00 to 4:30
violates the law of conservation of P. M. is the
chance for girls wishmatter, tends toward solipsism, alco- ing to know more about Pembroke to
holic monism, syllogistically meteor come to a Tea and talk with Pemological antidisestablishmentarianism,
broke's members and hear about the
navigates by dead reckoning only al- activities planned for the year. A
though frequently succeeding in buzz- large crowd is hoped for.
ing East Mousetrap tower, and is furMr. Moore will be a guest at the
thermore what broke the string on Dr.
first business meeting, Oct. 21 at 8:30.
has been said
Now

Pembroke Seeks Talent

To whom it may concern:

all given an excellent example of the
ability of some members to the faculty
enough places where you can smoke, to show their rudeness. I, and many
I think." Nancy Wilson, '51.
other students here at the college with

"Smoke gets in your eyes in the
Shack
and other places on campus
"There's no harm in smoking on
where smoking is allowed. I think the
Campus and I think that the restric- regulations
against smoking in the
tions on the girls smoking in their
campus are not unbear
and
on
union
rooms should be lifted."
able, and those who don't smoke have
Everett Ballard, '48
to inhale." Jan Palmer, '48.
"I would like to see the present
"I'd like to see the campus and the
rules maintained. However, if they U spared, BUT I see no reason why
cannot be obeyed they should be modi- girls can't smoke in their rooms."
fied." Floyd Chambers, '50.
Donna Bodholt, '49

.
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23

Modern Dance
4:30
Band Rehearsal
4:30
Men's Glee Club
7:00
7:00 Girls' Chorus
"Dear Ruth"
8:00

Advanced

Lower Babcock
Lower Kauke
..... Kauke
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Chapel

Scott Auditorium
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THE WOOSTBR VOICB

Intramural Loop
Specializes In
Aerial Artistry

FILLIPS
Br LARRY "FUp" PIPER
Following Wooster's 13-triumph
over Kent State last Saturday, a few
6

particularly malignantly-mindepeople hastened to climb from their
ruts - perhaps gutters would-bbetter terminology
in order to
slander the Scots' running ace, Jim Kennedy,
anent his alleged slugging of a Kent player.
The most cursory of
' I observations
should
d

self-impos-

ed

e

have revealed to these

rumor mongers the fallacies in their
character defamation.
The referee
himself admitted after the game that
he had been hasty in imposing the
slugging penalty on Kennedy. Kennedy is a great competitor, but not a
sorehead and a bully M
Like George Bernard Shaw Jim
seems to possess eternal spring in his
legs. When tackled on a run, he quickly rises in order to save seconds which
may prove of extreme value near the
end of the game. Don't take my word
for his unlimited hustle and vitality
watch him!

Seventh, Fifth, and Second con
tinued their undisputed occupancy of
the pent house in the touch football
eague. Second and Fifth each boast
three victories, while Seventh has won
two. Also sharing the top rung is
Kappa Phi with one victory.
The individual scoring leaders for
the past week were Pat Milligan (V),
Jim Hale (I), Bruce Strait (IV), and
Harry Scheifele (II). Pat (the Tree)
Milligan scored three TDs, and the
ast three Scots scored two each.
Passing continues to- dominate the
intramural league with such aerial
artists as Sack Gaver (VII). Earl
Shaw (V), Dick Hollingsworth and
Bob Emmanuel (II), Goose Goslin
(I) Rob Lucas - (III) Hugh - Hay.
ward (VI), Dick Snoddy (IV), and
Carl Mo rt land (Kappa Phis) pitching
plenty of leather.

-

0

in

0.

1909.

The Black and Gold discontinued intercollegiate football after the 1890
season and after a lapse of ten years
again installed the virile art of physical mayhem
otherwise known as
football.
Scots Have Scored 4939 Points
In the 48 years in which Wooster
has mauled intercollegiate pigskin
competition, the Scots have compiled
the amazing total of 4939 points (in
fact almost enough points to have secured a discharge from the service a
couple of years ago). Dehydration re- -'
vealr the lads on the Hill to have
scored an average of 13.3 points in
371 games
or two touchdowns and
an extra point per game.
Peeking over the other side of the
fence, the opposition has totaled 3382
points (some 1377 points less than the
total amassed by the Scots). The op
position has thus scored an average
of 9.6 points per game.

all-roun-

Eighth

What Makes

Bowling Green Defeats
Scot Harriers,

25-3-

2

Wooster's cross country runners lost
their first meet of the season to Bowling Green,
last Sautrday. The
BG harriers took first, fourth, fifth,
seventh, eighth and ninth places to
seize the event.
Petrie of Bowling Green ran the
four miles in the good time of 24:13
Stan Siders and Sy Satow finished sec
ond and third respectively in the times
of 23:00 and 23:24. Bill Monroe fin
ished fast to. take sixth in 26:43.
Tomorrow Wooster's long distance
lads compete against Ohio Wesleyan
at Delaware. Stan Siders, Sy Satow,
and Bills Monroe, Campbell, and
Johnstown will make the trip.
23-3-

2,

Sammy Run?
By JACK DRITT
This is a question Scot football ob
servers and Sam Curry's own team
mates have been asking. And the an
swer is simple: "Hustle is a byword
with Sam not a
Curry
just never stops running until the final
gun has boomed.
by-produc-

t."

The outstanding change in Woos
ter's current lineup occurred when
Curry was shifted from a backfield
post to a guard slot in fall practice.
Playing the line was a job totally unfamiliar to Sam, but he quickly mastered the intricacies and pigskin chicanery connected with the position.
Sam's outstanding play in the Findlay
and. Kent State clashes will testify to
game winning streak which extended his value and versatility as a lineman.
After serving in his Uncle Samuel's
from the middle of the 1918 season to
the third game in the '21 campaign Infantry for a spell, Curry came to
Wooster and earned a varsity letter in
when Kenyon upset the Scots,
The second longest Scot winning the blocking back position as a Freshstreak was one of 14 games which man.
extended from the latter part of the
But Slamming Sammie gained his
1922 season thru the second game first grid experience playing for the
in the 1924 season. Coach Johnny Ashland, Ky., high school. The Ken
Swigart was the outstanding performer tucky Colonel received
honoron the '22 and '23 teams which built able mention in '43 at Ashland. The
winning skein. solution to the Ashland coach's head
up this fourteen-gam- e
Greatest Victory a Tie
aches was simple: "Snap back with
'
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Buck (don't call me William) Pontius holds forth in Wooster's line for
the second straight year. Although
Buck earned his letter as a tackle in
1946, Coach Johny Swigart switched
the hard charging Pontius to center,
Buck has proved a bulwark o f
strength in the Scot line. The Kent
State clash proved that Wooster's 232
pound lineman is nothing loath to
ground enemy aerial artists.
t
A Wooster High School grid star
for three years, Buck lettered as a
guard in '39 and as a tackle in '40 and
'41. His friends and neighbors liked
Pontius' performance so much that
Buck was given the opportunity of
lettering in the U. S. Army shortly
after the '41 grid season.
Entering Wooster in the fall of '46,
Buck found his niche (and it wasn't
in chapel) as a tackle in Coach Swigart's A formation. He pulled the
teeth from many a Muskingum scoring sally; the Muskies' dentists' bill
will substantiate this statement Buck
regards the latter gridiron clash as
perhaps the dirtiest game in which he
has ever played (You're right, Buck;
even the brash knucks had corners).

'soft-soa-

weigh the Big Red in both the line and
backfield. In the forward wall Wooster averages 192 pounds per man in
comparison to Denison's 183 pounds
per gridder. The Scots' secondary av
erages 177 pounds per man as against
Denison's 173'.

At present Denison has five backs
who have accounted for two touch
downs or more. Fullback Bernie Wen
tis and Gerry Gaynor lead the parade
with three TDs each.. Ed Rupp, Jerry
Cowan, and Chuck Johnson each have
struck paydirt twice.
Scot fans are hoping for a repetidefeat the Hilltoppers
tion of the
pinned on the Big Red last year in

p'

everything." Running, passing, snag'
ging, aerials, punting, blocking . .
they're all one and the same to Guizo.
A great competitor and a quick and
accurate analyzer of the oppositions'
offensive, Johnny Guzzo will bear
much watching.
,

p

playoff.

The outing club is having their first
hike this Sunday afternoon. There are
sure to be enthusiastic backers, as it
is rumored that the men aft interested
in going too.
- This would
not be complete without
that inevitable statement that' the
WAA is sponsoring a square dance at
Kauke Quad tonight at 7:13.

IIcEnlee, Shaw Play ia
Finals oi GoHTcarney
Fifth Section will hold the final
round of its golf tournament tomorrow morning. The finalists involved
are Andy McEntee and Earl Shaw.
McEntee had to go all out on the
greens and fairway against Roger
Pratt in the
The match
was
at the end of 18 holes,
but Andy won out in a sudden death
semi-final-

even-steve-

DOuIlAIEBS

s.

n

19th hole.

SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Quality Repairing
215 East Liberty Street

Earl Shaw qualified for the final
round by outgolfing Bill Quayle in another
elimination.
semi-fin-

al

21-- 0

Necklet, SI 35

Wooster's Homecoming game. As you
may or may not recall, Bob Coccia
pounced on his own opening kickoff
in the Denison end zone to present
the Scots with a
lead in the short
All too willing to let others hog the
13 and 810 seconds. Second
of
space
spotlight he rightfully should share,
touchdowns by Don Swegan and
Buck is a ballplayer's ballplayer. His half
Bill Shinn turned the game into a 21-- 0
only wish is to be given the weekly
rout.
task of jarring the afternoon's daylights out of fleet backs or bruising
linemen.
Buck Pontius is money in any
OCurry also played plenty of basket- coach's piggy bank. The driving ener- JUST RlCtWtball in high school and is no slouch gy he has exhibited on the '47 squad
NEIV
at swishing the cords. Yes, when Sam has proved an inspiration and a chalgoes a courting hard court foes have lenge to his teammates.
to be on their .toes.
Sam-back-

6-- 0

."

argus

Sam's main object in playing any
sport is to win. He is one of the most
conscientious workers on Wooster's
1947 grid machine. The tenaciousness
and skill displayed by Sam Curry have
made him one of the line's strongest
and most "runningest" links this year.
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PICKING'S YOUR
NUT & CANDY SHOP
216 Liberty St.
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There's much more to the' Argus 21
than meets the eye. Just sight through
the new, exclusive Markfinder and you'll
agree that it is the one candid camera
that permits you to

SEI

Bracelet,

F ASTIR I

$230
'

Ill

Exdst

SUN. MON. TUES.

Clarkes Studio

Larry Parks

Citizens Qank Building'

SNY

D E R

Witchery in Donna's
sinuous, golden strands
dramatized by braided
Sorcery at your
throat, your wrist, your. ears.
Scintillating costume jewels
-for your new fall suit,
for everything you own.
Also tvdiUblt it SilMt fuish
half-moon-

E. Liberty at Bever St.

Rita Hayworth
i

in

"Down to Earth"

m wm

FOR THE BEST ASSORTMENT IN TOWN

I

s!

Other hirrnoniiing "Serpentine
necklets and 'matching bracelets in
one, two and three-stran-d
designs
priced at $0.00 to $0.00.

0--

0

$1.95 to 2.50

WEDNESDAY.THURSDAY
Joan Fontaine

flJOO

Tu Indudsd

Studio and Camera Shop

938-- R

On The Square
.

JfHarmonizing Earrings,

-

Photographs
of distinction

Phone

;

IXACTLY!

you always get what you sea.
And
Come in see the
witN
g-- fi
D5.U5 esse
new Argus 21 today.

CALL

'

am

Only Chocolate
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"

J

Matching Earrings, $1 S5t

Sweetest Day

MI MORI!

Wooster Theatre

J
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Wooster's greatest grid victory was
a tie! The team involved was Ohio
State, the place Columbus, the year
1924, and the score
The Buck
eyes were loaded for bear that year,
but the Black and Gold fought them
to a standstill. Then there was Coach
Boles' team which held a good Navy
team to a 19-score, and lastly
Wooster's upset of Kent State, 13-Forty-fou- r
Different Foes on
for the Scots' 200th victory.
Wooster's Grid Schedule
And that, chillun, is a lightning
Wooster has matched touchdowns
like
resume of Wooster's 200 football
with 44 different pigskin foes since
victories
may the next 200 prove
1889. Akron, Case, Denison, Muskin
as
great
gum, Mt. Union, and Oberlin are op
ponents of long kneeling. The 43 year
old rivalry between Wooster and Case
constitutes the longest individual ser
ies. The Scots have a goodly margin
of victories over all their 1947 grid
opponents with the exception of John
Carroll, Findlay, and (worse luck!)
Oberlin.
The Scots hold the edge in 27 of the
44 football rivalries. Fourteen schools
including such perennial power
houses as Ohio State, Navy, Bowling
Green, Ohio Wesleyan, and Rutgers
have straddled Wooster in the win
column. Three of the series are dead'
locked.
If you're still with me (and I won't
blame you if you take time out for, a
coke), let it be known that of the 32
ties, 18 have been scoreless ties. Woos
ter and Case have figured in four of
these.
The advent of Coach L. C Boles as
oft and satiny cUspit
Wooster's .football coach in 1913
- biting wind
through
marked the beginning of a long grid
of pro-tho
dally
iron supremacy for the Scots. Employ
lofubricativo
tcctivo,
ing the single wingback and short punt
tion. Got yours today.
formations, Coach Bole's teams en
39o
lis
Jtrpni Lotion..:
gaged in 211 games from 1913 thru
43o
Slo
Lotion
Truthty
.
.
.
.
1939. The Black and Gold won 140,
50e
47c
Piequin
Creim.
.
lost 32, and earned 19 ties during this
Chamberlain
5le
. .44s
time.
Winning Streak
Scots Boast
Yardley's Cream
65c
The Scots' golden era in football
extended from the latter part of the
Elizabeth Arden
1916 season to the third game of the
1.00
Hand Lotion
1921 season. In this span of almost
five years, Wooster emerged victorious
DRUGS
34 times, lost but once, and tied three
Wooster Hotel Building
opponents. Coach L. C. Boles' band
of prancing gridders boasted a 23
23-Ga-

erf

Duck Pontius Bulwarks Scot Line
In Switch From Tackle to Center

1

By WOODY ACHAUER
beginning the Black and
The diminutive right halfback who
Gold have won 16, lost 10, and tied turns in a beautiful job in backing up
five in their 31 game football series the right side of Wooster's line is Johnny Guzzo. His defensive work was
with the Granville Grenadiers.
particularly effective in the Findlay
Wooster also tops Denison in the game. Johnny plays wing back on
matter of points, scoring 402 in com- offense and has proved to be a fine
parison to the Big Reds' 223. The blocker and pass receiver.
Guzzo, who is a local boy, waa an
Scots have thus accounted for an
athlete at Wooster High
average of 13 points a game against
School, winning two letters in football,
Denison competition, whereas Gran four in basketball, and two in baseville has averaged seven points per ball. After his graduation, from Woos
ter High, Johnny went steady with a
game.
devoted uncle (that friendly neigh- Denison Undefeated
borly influence, you know) for over
Denison is undefeated thus far, havthree years. Then with a discharge in
ing scrambled Rio Grande 38-edged
his pocket he returned to his home ter
Washington and Jefferson
and rain to resume his college career.
belted the everlasting daylights out of
Johnny, who is a junior, has played
Beloit, 50-Operating from the T two jrearsjf jrarsity football at Woosformation, Coach Woody Hayes' ter and was also a member of last
charges have scored 107 points in year's golf team. In addition to let
three games as against the oppositions' tering in these sports Johnny can
21. These 107 points constitute 18 twitch the twines with a mean basket
points t more than Denison scored in ball. He was an outstanding player in
eight games last fall. Although losing the intramural basketball league last
sixteen of his '46 gridders,
Coach winter.
Hayes has 13 returning lettermen.
Don't let anyone
you
versatility:
about
duz
Johnny's
"Guz
The Scots starting lineup will out'
promising
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games were the first intercollegiate
games to be played in Ohio. Since that

Fifth

Third
Ninth

t

a

W

Seventh
Kappa Phi
Independents
Frosh
Fourth
Sixth
First

ed

Johnny Guzzo
Duz Everything
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m
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up-and-comi-

Scots twice humbled the Big Red by
and 70-0- . These 1889
scores of 48--

competition, the newest
WAA brainstorm, is destined to increase interest in a large variety of
girls' sports. Last year, two energetic
managers at Holdcn
coerced their respective floormates into
a series of Softball games. This year,
competition will be even more exciting
as it will be dorm versus dorm. Among
the sports which may be attempted
are swimming, volleyball, badminton,
and basketball. A committee composed
at Pat Culp, Lou Ann DeVoes, and
Jane McAfee are in charge.
Incidentally, badminton began in
the gym this Monday.
Results of the tennis tournament,
show that after the third round Anne
Greene, Dorothy Sandrockv Peg An
derson, and Bobbie Bandler, are still
in the running. Dorothy Sandrock,
last year's runner-uand this year's
tennis manager, is a good bet for the
victor. Those desirous of staying in
the contest should avoid competing
against "Sandy's slam" until the final
Inter-dor-

Tomorrow afternoon Wooster's "griddy" Soots will lock shoulder
Denison eleven at Granville. Tis Migrapads with an
tion Day and many Wooster lads and lassies will make the trip to watch
Coach Swigart's huskies in action.
Wooster Holds Edge in Series
Wooster-Denisofootball rivalry dates back to 1889 when the
The

-

"

Three cheers and a barrel full of
huzzahs for booster's gallant football
team, whose 13-- 6 win over Kent State
Saturday enabled the Scots to post
their 200th football victory of all
time.
Wooster and Denison Play First
Football Game in Ohio State
Wooster has a great football history which dates back to the year
1889 when Wooster pommelled Denison by the scores of 48-- and 50-These games, incidentally, were the
first intercollegiate pigskin frays in the
state of Ohio.
Since 1889 the Scots have played
in 369 games, winning 198, losing
only 139, and tieing 32. Wooster's
most lopsided victory was the 93-- 0
drubbing administered to Hiram in
. 1906. The Scots' most disastrous de.
feat was the 74-- 0 loss to Ohio State

KeseYs Kolumn

Denison Boasls Undefeated, High
Scoring learn in Iligraiion Game

--

Patric Knowles
in

"Ivy"
It's On Records We Have It!
"Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back"
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Azelia Says
Holden Rooms
Arc Crowded

at

(Note: Yes, I know I've promised
and than promised again that the '47
INDEX will be here "any day". My
optimism Las faltered, my faith has
been destroyed, and Tm ready to go
into hiding because that day has not
vat materialized. New horta was in.
tilled, however, bisthe arrival of the
following letter from the head of the
printing company. I pass this hope
on to you. Jean Scott).
Oct. 9, 1947
Miss Jean Scott, Editor
1947 INDEX

Corporal ion' Meef s MORE ON .
200th Win
Issues Stock
Would you like to be a stockhold
er? Applications for stock are now
being received by THE Corporation,
with voting privileges included. Cost
of stock; one dollar dividends; pro
grams of outside speakers in the field
of economics, and refreshments at
each meeting.
At the meeting of stockholders last
Wednesday evening, officers were
elected. Ray Gillman was selected as
president; John Glatz,
Harley McGhee, secretary; and Marilyn Johnston, treasurer. John Postle
and John Guzzo were named
men of the refreshments committee.
Meetings are held in Lower Babcock
on alternate Wednesdays.

By AZELIA Q. PEACHBLOOM
I WISH you'd come up and see me
mT Atomic Holden room! And I
y that in spite or my parents re-action to it the day they drove me
back to school There were my boxes,
trunks, and suitcases sitting out in the
all, and there was the room, the size
of a broom closet. Inside were my

from Page 1)
(the Foot) Flippen constantly kept the Flashes in the hole
by dint si his long punts.
The Scots started to roll late in the
first quarter when Bill Shinn lugged
lie leather from his 19 yasd line to
the Kent 48 after boling over several
(Continued

tacklers.
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mizes Melancholy," which was published in 1937, and edited "The Life
We Image," a collection of works
from his composition class at Western Reserve, which was published in
1936.

Memorial Chapel
Sermon: Dean C. John L. Bates

Church Service

Home-comin- g

:
Station WWST
College Broadcast
Richard
Professor
Organ Recital,
Chapel
T. Gore
Quinby Quadrangle
Sing
All-Colle-
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An initial showing from the collection of the Gregg

D. Wolfe
Library of the Drama will be presented in the College Library,
An exhibition of Frank Wilcox, paintings will be on display in

Jeweler

George Lahm

--

Lino

T

Ann

Mic-lt--

i
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Wooster, O.

221 E. Liberty St.
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Double Cast Adds
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11:00

Scott Production
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co-cha-

The Student Liberals, Wooster
Chapter of the SLID, met on TuesTWENTY-NINTHOME COMING
day, Oct. 14, at 8 P. M. for a panel
Labor
discussion of the
19 4 7
Poethig,
Art
Bill. Ted Fenton, Dick
Villwock and Joe Sherman were the
ORDER OF EVEHTS
four principal speakers who introduced the main issues of the bill and
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24
started the discussion, ine proceea- .
ings were ably directed by Harry
Board of Trustees Meeting ....
..............Galpin Hall
Stults. The audience, which was made
Babcock Field S up of the members of the organizaBonfire Pep Rally
Rally
Speech by President Lowry President's Home sj tion and of a large number of inincluding Dr.
Scott Auditorium g terested
Play
Norman Krasna
'Dear Ruth"
Johnson of the political science department, and Dr. Walcott of the
(Other persentations, Oct. 23, 25, Nov. 7, 8)
history department, took an active
part in the discussion, especially in
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25
the issue of the abolition of the closed
....College Library g shop. Chairman Poethig dismissed the
Friends of the Library Meeting
meeting at 9:10 P. M. with the anParade in Honor of
Queen
nouncement that the Liberals will hold
Stadium
their next function on Oct. 28.
Football Game Wooster vs. Muskingum
Presentation of the Queen at
MORE ON . . .
who will award the Alumni Trophies.
Babcock
Hall
Alumni Reception
Severance Gymnasium
Dance ...n
(Continued from Page 1)
author of "Democritus Junior Anato, SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26
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would-b- e

the finest run of the game.
Twitchell Scores First Scot TD
Bob Twitchell then uncorked a
ong aerial to the "Flashes" 20 where
room-mate- 's
trunks, boxes, and suitMetz grabbed the shoat. Clyde dashed
Wooster College
cases. Mother took one look and threw
to the 15 before lateralling to Johnny
Wooster, Ohio
up her hands, laughing hysterically.
Guzzo, who carried to the 1 1 before
Dear Miss Scott:
was brave. "Let's find a good
Father
being brought down. Shinn plunged
The writer was very happy to haye
restaurant," he said. We led Mother
for three yards to the eight, and, after
talked with you over the phone yesaway.
Kent time out, Twitchell circled
terday and was very sorry and anhome,
off
for
right
end to score. Shinn's conversion
Mother and Father
noyed that we are putting you on such
this warm weather, our windows are
clothes
in
my
work.
attempt was blocked, so the Scots led,
I put
a spot in not delivering the INDEX began to
open, so be gentle in your first swing.
admire
off
stood
to
0.
and
closet
the
according to past schedules.
We've lost several friends that way.
uncrowded
and
Kent State threatened twice in the
hanging
them
there,
The forms are running on the pressBut do come, I'd like to see someone
let
unsquashed.
unmangled,
remaining
I
ninety seconds of the first
es now, but, it looks as though it will neat,
so mon
rom the outside worldr-I- ts
indelibly
sight
but
burn
the
half,
Wooster's hard charging
beauty
of
the
them
be the 16th before we can have
otonous, sitting here hemmed in by the
face
it;
had
the Flashes' offensive on
stymied
But
to
memory.
I
ine
my
into
will
in the hands of the binder. We
radiator, the desk and my bed, where
screwed
my
up
five
yard lines. Joe Lane
I
deep
breath.
and
the
took
nine
a
Chicago
and
books
over to
truck the
forcibly
J my 've been since I landed here
im
T.I.
stopped Kent's first
Bob
.
snoveo
.
.
Coccia
and
men
courage,
week
20th
the
the
of
them,
back
bring
i
a week ago last Wednesday.
rod.
the
half
by
recovering
of
own
my
clothes
a fumble, and a
disthreat
onto
will
be
ready
for
books
the
so
Staters' second
the
spoiled
also
fumble
tribution the end of the week.
Next I turn my attention to the
chance.
develops,
unforeseen
nothing
our
If
furniture. One look showed me the
Metz Makes Spectacular Catch
truck will be at the campus either the less, attention paid it, the better. It
.
Shortly after the intermission, Metz
-- i
i
i
j
23rd or 24th.
ii
was done in loveiy oio
recovered a Kent fumble on the Kent
Words cannot express the feeling I There were two beds, each with wire
25. Wooster took to the air lines as
have regarding the disappointment in net springs ingeniously contrived to
Guzzo passed to Metz who took the
not having the books out earlier, but, stretch taut for eight inches and drop
Torn between rehearsals for the
am hoping that you can "hold your in the center. There were two tables, "October" and "November" casts, I balls from the hands of two Kent de 8
head high" with pride at the quality laughingly called desks; one bookcase, stuck by the one playing "Dear Ruth" fenders. The pass was good for 17 8
yards and a first down on the 10 yard g
of the job when you distribute them. and one dresser. The dresser top comes for Homecoming next week-enit
ine.
Yours very truly,
above the level of my eyes. I've heard
When I arrived, Bud Ulf, gazing
Kent
Busack
A Gordon Gray
there's a mirror over the dresser; I ulfishing at a framed picture of a dog,
Kenny Nouse made one yard on a
The Gray Printing Company haven't seen it yet. I wouldn't exactly
was sighing "Be seeing you, Baby!"
Guzzo
(And that's the story!)
say the drawers stick, but we haven't Bud is the eager, but nice, serviceman ine buck, and Nouse's pass to
Flashes'
one
pigskin
the
the
carried
to
put anything in them yet; we use who thinks he's engaged to Marjean
clev
Busack
then
Mmev
yard
marker.
them as jerkers, to jolt things off the Hartzler, Ruth. Ah, but he isn't, to
erly concentrated the Kent defense by
top.
let you in on a little of the plot. Little having Nouse
try a line plunge; then
Where to put the furniture: that sister Marge Yaple has been writing on last down a pass from Nouse to
was the question. One wall is taken up letters to Bud and like stories go, no Busack, who had sneaked into the un
OW WOW!
OW WOW!
windows and window-sea- t;
another one knew and Marge never dreamed guarded left side of the end zone, was
by
S T E
W O O
walls
have he'd show up. Of course he did and good
lias
other
doors.
The
two
Ow Wow!
R Wooster,
for Wooster's second touchdown.
it's that doesn't sound so bad. does it? Bill Shinn's placement split the up
each.
Outside
of
door
that,
one
TEAM! TEAM! TEAM!
not so bad, except that the radiator But Marjean "charming but dignl rights, making the score 13-FITE!
is engaged to Bruce Strait!
takes up one corner. And then I re fied"
During the fourth quarter the
nobly to the situation and
rises
Bruce
mfembered
chests
wardrobe
we
had
two
girl
Heaven protects the working
Golden Flashes took to the air in a
in the end everybody is happy but
and a file cabinet. (That's where
But Heaven I fear is shirking,
desperate effort to pull the game out
keep my files
and prison records). Bruce. Glutton for punishment that of the fire, but two interceptions by
For who protects, I'd like to know,
the Dad's
At last, to coin a phrase of my he is, Bruce will appear in
The fellow she is working?
Jim Kennedy and "Snake" McDowell
is ill.
Snell
Ed
since
Day cast too,
room-matethere was a place tor ev
staved off these threats.
double-castinerything, and everything in its place, (One of the joys of
Kent State began its touchdown
MORE ON . . .
You can sometimes navigate in the says Director Craig.)
drive with three minutes left in the
Before leaving location, 1 waited game. Flippen was forced to run with
room, if you're small and can walk
ght-ropBut please come for a vis-- for Mr. Craig to explain just why he the ball on fourth down because of a
(Continued from Page 1)
Myrtle! Just open the door and promised Jack Hunter (papa in the high pass from center. He romped 12
siderable interest to college students, grab the trapeze. It'll swing you any play) a dog license! "Don't get your yards to the Wooster 34, but the run
as appointment to positions ' filled where in the room! I'd better warn hair cut, Jack,", he advised, IThat'l
wasn't enough for a first - down so
from this examination offers an op you: the far wall isn't far, and with look great under white shoe polish!" Kent took over. Wilbur Little, big
portunity to begin a career in the
colored fullback, elected to run on a
Federal service in their chosen pro
fourth down pass and picked up
fessions. The Commission particularly
enough yardage for a first down on
HAMBURGER
wants to recruit applicants from this
the Scot 20.
Delta Phi Alpha, the German
group.
On the very next play Little un- Honorary Society, held its first meetleased
an aerial .to Evans in the end
ing of the year '47-'4- 8
on Monday,
Kent's lone TD. Mesek's kick
for
zone
Oct. 13, at Dr. Schreiber's home,
Chit-Ch- at
the
for
extra point was wide of the
After a brief business meeting, di
PROM
posts.
rected by president Demetrio Boersner,
It should be mentioned in fairness
secretary Frances Jillson and treasurer
the Kent State gridders that they
to
Marjorie Marker, Mrs. Kroner of the
'This is the day they give babies away German department, gave a talk on
Wooster in all departPHONE 540-With a half a pound of tea.
first
downs, passing, per
except
ments
The Icelandic Approach to Litera
You open the lid and pull out the kid ture."
centage of passes completed, inter
With a written guarantee!"
AND THE FINAL
cepted passes
SCORE. The Golden Flashes made
Maybe you've noticed them all over
PERSONALIZED CHRISTMAS CARDS
numerous mistakes which Coach John.
the place: Real babies, under five and
Matches
Stationery
Also Napkins
ny Swigart's crew took advantage of to
a half. (Years, not feet.) No sooner
win the pigskin fray Wooster's 200th
here, but the brats get demanding. The
win and one of its most thrilling.
little pirates, always wanting more
Public Square
13
6 0 7 0
Wooster
booty (one for each foot "take two,
(1.0 0 6
Kent State
they're small") like the ones Freed
landers have that come with matching
sweater and cap. For 3.50 you can
Jolliff's Auto Supply
have a set pinkly, whitely, or bluely,
HERE'S
Automotive Rpelacement Parts
If you sacque the place you won't find
Tires, Batteries, Sporting Goods
cardigan; and the tas
d
a
parka goes 'way on
Phone 15
vice-presiden-

I

Mail This To An Alumnus

and Tom

SLID Panel Discusses
Prominent Labor Bill
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So early they start the clamor for
glamor! Take Mr. Harold Freedland
er's new daughter, Anne, for instance,
(They named her after me. A long
time after.) She's hardly able to wait
to be a month old, so she can have
one of those adorable white batiste
dresses made in the Philippines. They
are stitched and embroidered entirely
by hand, and only 2.25, Daddy!
His youngest has been urging Papa
the bank for more
Grain to Rob-bibuyin' money. But why? Why jeep
ers; creepers, of course! They're cotton
solid blue,
knit, and strictly solid
white, and yellow. 1.69 clothes es the
deal, and Mrs. Craig'll be clothes to
heaven when she sees how slick they
come dean, and with nary a thought
of ironing.
the modish MoU
Among the
practicality
as we.
lish miss demands
of the
question
looks.,
On the
as good
prefers
Modlish
Miss
eternal triangle,
to be "tres Chix." Freedlanders has
this ultra variety again at 3.90 a doz
en. Not to Mr. M.: No previous ex.
perience necessary to be an expert pin'
Merely follow the simp
ner
directions on the box!
Top of the heap with the carriage
trade a f plastic, personality plus
Tykie Toys, that coma equipped with
names like Sweater Boy, Cannib
Baby, and Beepo the down. They're
only 1.29 and 95, and oh golly,
but they're jolly! Carol Boggs was
crying for one the other day; then
Mrs. B. made roe give it back to her.
Forced to fly to J'readlanders.
Buy buy, Baby,
Ann Taylor
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Fine wale, soft velvety finish

You'll find this miraculous new

deodorant instantly and
pletely effective.

Banishes odor InstantTy

com-

.;

;j

f

keeps underarm area bone-drfor days.
Packaged In an unbreakable,
leakproof squeezable plastic
'
bottle.
t
Built-i-n
atomizer creates fine
misty spray . . . just squeeze It
w,
once under each arm.
y

tl

Expertly Tailored
Popular Shades of
Rust, Brown, Navy,
Dark Green and Gray
Regular Sizes, and
Extra Longs
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1
2.00 Valui

A VERY GOOD VALUE!

Dries Immediately, no rub-

Call Cull

bing or patting.
Economical, absolutely no

PHONE

waste.'

FRANK WELLS DRUG STORE

427-- R

Flower For All Occasions

ELITE

Flower Shoppe
510

W. Liberty

Phone 282

rustic

cream

Cream

specially
with
rays.

for a home fa
ciall Irradiated

BRENNER BROS.

ultra-viol- et

A 3.00Va1ut
BOTH FOR ONLY
TV

y

2 ounce bottle contains several hundred spray applications, enough to last you
for months.

J

treated

Watch for a newer, bigger
store for men and young men
I,

look!
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Crimson Riding In a Golden Coach
Revlon works its color magic . .
for once upon-- a lifetime beauty.
Comes in Lastron Nail Enamel. "All- Plus" Lipstick, Fashion Plate Make
up, Face Powder
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GET YOURS AT

CBAH.
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J.00 value

GRAY'S

